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President’s Message
Francis Au

Dear Fellow RCTP members,
April is a month filled with public holidays. Rotary Club Tai Po always leverages on the long weekend with
Monday. Our meeting time is actually less than a lot of other clubs.
Still we have an April with lots of FUN!!!
*** Peninsula 3 Generation Joint Meeting ***

*** Contribution to Rotary Foundation ***

It has been regarded as an Area in District 3450 by
itself - The family of RC Peninsula, a very productive
mother club. Again … we have 3 tables on our own.
That's RCTP spirit! We can tell by the group picture
itself. It’s difficult to fit us all into the screen. And of
course, with induction of Professor CM Yu: another
celebration for RCTP this year. Thank you.

RCTP has been known as an all-round club. We
serve well with lots of effort and good ideas. We
always gave great support to club and district events
from members and spouses. And impressively we
support
Rotary
Foundation
with
much
generosity. Up-to-date our contribution is number 3
in the whole district. In terms of contribution per
capita, we are number 2 in the district. What an
achievement. Thank you again. With 13 new PHFs
and 1 second level major donor contribution this
year, we should all take a bow and give a big hand
to PP Louis and all the supporting members. Thank
you so much!!!!

*** RC Macau Annual Ball ***
A delegation of 20 people attending RC Macau's
Annual Ball was quite amazing: again that's RCTP
with our spouses' and friends' support. We had lots of
fun on 25 - 27 Apr. With our PPs' and spouses'
participation, we certainly lit up their Annual Ball. Lots
of dancing and drinking. Meeting our friends from
Taipei is another
highlight. This is
our 4th getting
together
this
year. What great
friendship
and
fellowship!

April has been my busiest
month recently.
It really
exhausts me. Luckily … all
the support from the members
of RCTP makes it all
worthwhile. Meeting and being
around our members is always the best time of my
week. Thank you for supporting Rotary Club of Tai Po
and being there for me all the time. I look forward to
our annual major celebration - RCTP 23rd Annual
Ball. I look forward to drinking and sharing all the joy
with you all.
In the meantime, I look forward to a glass of Whisky
with you guys on coming Monday. That’s the Best
after all!!!
Thank you so much!!!
Francis
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Editor Says … …
Claire Mak

Recently, I came across a few uses of the English language which
gave me goose bumps. No, it is not about style or grammar (I am
not much good at these myself!) but the abuse of jargon, catch
phrases and archaic words.

Re: HCA *** of 2014
We are instructed by our lay client to act in respect of the
abovementioned matter which your esteemed firm acts for XXX.
What was hitherto unbeknownst to us has recently come to our
attention, inter alia, that for reasons hereinafter mentioned …

Use of jargons or clichés either during discussions or in exchange
of correspondence can get on people’s nerve. I was at the “Re” already means the letter was written about the matter stated
receiving end of the following:
in the caption. Instructions are obviously given by a lay client and
whether he is ‘lay’ or ‘professional’ makes no difference in the case.
Thanks for the idea. You can always think out of the box.
‘Esteemed’ is superfluous use of word and I don’t really need to be
Appreciated!
told who I act for in the matter. The whole paragraph can simply
Would you care to partake in some light refreshment?
read: “We act for XXX and note that because of …”
What’s the net-net of it?

Using phrases like these is meant to impress the listener or the
reader that the speaker/writer possesses an abstruse and highly
particularized knowledge that is not shared by the common
people. Some really do subconsciously think of themselves as
members of an elite club. The above can simply be worded like
this:

On the other hand, there is the other extreme – the over-miserly
use of words to the extent that only a single word is used. No, it is
not “Yes” or “No”; but the 4-letter word “Like”.

“Like” has become a magical word these days. It gains its status
from Facebook or similar platform and has spread to everyday
Thanks for the innovative idea!
usage. The word “like” encompasses a response wider in scope
than a mere “yes” but requires no further explanation - no need to
Would you like a soft drink?
state the extent of how you like it or whether you actually approve
What’s the result?
of the matter; if it is a show of appreciation; or simply an
At a recent seminar on Risk Management, I listened to something acknowledgement (like “noted”), a courtesy … it is actually up to
the recipient to interpret.
like this:

The word “like” has superseded many adjectives or descriptions;
and has thus gravely simplified one’s thinking or expression to an
alarming extent. I think this form of Web conversation gradually
erodes one’s ability to express a response. Rather than articulating
… or words to that effect because I cannot really recall the exact how you feel about something, you may say, “Oh, I like it” or opt to
wordings - how could one when it conveys nothing at all? At least simply click the “LIKE”
and ... that’s the end of the story!
I failed to get it.
“‘You will want to update all your tasks in the Quality Management
Systems to ensure you standardize your process management and
crisis management. And, of course, your global marketing operations
management.”

Sometimes I think this manner of speech is a
glorified way of saying “Um”. It is something you say
for no particular reason until you can think of
something that is actually worth saying.
Even worse is a case when not only such terminologies are used;
but they are used over and over again. They do not enhance
communication; they just infuriate the listener:

Having said that, RCTP requires you to LIKE its Facebook page and
follow its stories and Timeline. Take a look at all the interesting
photos of past and current events and I am sure you will find
something you like and cannot resist but click on the LIKE thumb!
Go, click LIKE!

This is an all-in approach. What this insurance plan aims at is to
have everything all-in. What we’re talking about here is a new all-in
plan. It suits you Claire. You see what I am getting at here: an all-in
approach.

There is nothing innately wrong with using a bit of jargon or
catch-phrases. If the expression like “It’s an all-in approach” helps
you close a deal, go ahead and use it. But don’t abuse it. Don’t
use it 10 times in a 5 minute conversation! I felt really put off!
Lawyers, in particular, are often ridiculed for being verbose or
using archaic words and pompous jargons. I was looking at a
letter from a fellow practitioner which reads:
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Rotary Information
Peter Lam

MOVING DOCTOR’S OFFICE RESCUES WOMEN FROM BREAST CANCER
Rotary News 11-APR-2014

In Tamil Nadu, India, two doctors, both members of the Rotary Club of
Srirangam, discovered an alarming trend in the remote city outskirts of
Trichy, women dying of breast cancer.Maryland, USA, Rotary members
Christopher Puttock and Rachel Blair (left), paid a visit to the
Mammobus last year to check on the project’s status. With them were
Dr. K.N. Srinivasan (far right) and Mrs. Vijayalakshmi, who
coordinates the bus’s schedule for the K Shantha Breast Cancer
Foundation.
Drs. K. Govindaraj and K.N. Srinivasan knew that much of the death
and suffering could be avoided, and both were motivated by their
personal experiences with the disease. Govindaraj watched his mother
die of breast cancer a decade earlier, and helped found the Dr. K.
Shantha Breast Cancer Foundation in her memory. Srinivasan, an
oncologist, witnessed unprecedented growth in the number of younger
patients coming to his clinic with advanced stages of the disease.

Maryland, USA, Rotary members Christopher Puttock and Rachel Blair (left),
paid a visit to the Mammobus last year to check on the project’s status. With
them were Dr. K.N. Srinivasan (far right) and Mrs. Vijayalakshmi, who
coordinates the bus’s schedule for the K Shantha Breast Cancer Foundation.

According to the National Cancer Registry of India, 20 to 40 women per 100,000 are suffering from breast cancer. And because many
women lack the resources to travel to the city, or the$50 fee for proper screening , the doctors needed a unique approach. During a trip to
South Korea, Govindaraj saw a large van outfitted with X-ray equipment parked outside a mall, and thought a moving doctor’s office and
lab -- or “mammobus” -- could overcome the challenges they faced.
Through a Rotary global grant, the men were able to buy and outfit their own bus. Since April 2012 the Shantha Foundation’s mammobus,
supported by local Rotarians and the Rotary Club of Rockville, Maryland, USA, has administered 2,500 free breast cancer screenings.
Early stage cancer has been detected and treated in six women, and thousands have been taught how to conduct regular self-exams, an
important means of early detection.
“Women have started feeling that they have easy access to health without compromising their day-to-day work and earnings,” Srinivasan
says. “Women come out to our health workers with their health-related problems and discuss freely about various aspects of health and
diseases, not just about breast cancer.’’
The mammobus cost $34,000 and is equipped with a mammography machine, an ultrasonogram, and materials that teach the method and
importance of self-exams. The Shantha Foundation maintains the vehicle and reaches out to nongovernmental organizations, women’s
groups, and employers to arrange visits. The bus stops anywhere a large group of women congregate, with priority given to rural areas.
The Srirangam club also helps line up visits and widely promotes the bus through various media.
“More and more clubs and NGOs want to participate and are booking the mammobus well in advance,” says Srinivasan. “We are already
booked until the end of May.” Govindaraj says if something is detected during screening, the woman is given the choice to get a biopsy at
the Shantha Foundation’s affiliated hospital, or to have the foundation arrange a biopsy with a local radiologist.
If a biopsy proves malignant, the woman is advised to undergo treatment in a hospital in her own city or, if willing, to receive treatment at
the Shantha Foundation hospital. Either way, the procedure is covered by government insurance. The foundation provides follow-up
support and counseling for patients and families.
Dr. Chenguttai Dheenan, a retired surgeon and member of the Rotary Club of Rockville, Maryland, USA, became involved in the project
after he met a member from Tamil Nadu at Rotary’s international convention. In addition to convincing his club to support the project,
Dheenan, a lifelong member of the American Tamil Medical Association, secured a $5,000 donation from the association.
“In many cases, this will be the first doctor these women have seen,” says Dheenan. “This venture is bringing life-saving detection right to
their doorsteps.”
Rotary members have also been lining up volunteers to ride on the bus and talk to the women about HIV/AIDS awareness and other
health issues. Meanwhile, the doctors have been gathering medical data that will benefit universities in India and other countries, data that
up to this point had not been available.
“I wish and pray for many more mammobuses in our country,” says Srinivasan. “Healthy women are the backbone of a community.”
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9th to 15th Feb 2014
Caren Chan

Immediately after an intensive 3-day training
Conference we were excited to get on board Carnival
Breeze to begin our 7-day 6-night cruise. We visited
three places:
Jamaica,
Cayman Island and Mexico.

Grand

Jamaica

is the largest island country in Caribbean
Sea. It is beautiful with lovely beaches and blue sky.

Grand Cayman Island
Located in the Caribbean Sea in the shipping lane to
the Panama Canal with relative proximity to large
markets in North America and emerging markets in
Latin America, Jamaica receives high container traffic.
Montego Freeport in Montego Bay handles a variety of
cargo, mainly agricultural products.

Among the three Cayman Islands, cosmopolitan Grand
Cayman is overwhelmingly the largest, the most visited,
and offers the most variety of activities, complete
relaxation, exquisite dining and exciting nightlife. The
water, the beach, the ever-so-accessible reefs with its
underwater sights … … There is something for
everyone to discover about nature in this beautiful island.
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We stopped at a snow white sand beach to
experience the traditional lunch of local delicacies.
The restaurant waiters showed their warm hospitality
by offering us free tequila and to take photos in their
Mexican hats.

Seven Mile Beach is often rated as one of the most
beautiful beaches in all the Caribbean - and the least
populated.

George Town, where colourful traditional Caribbeanstyle buildings meet high finance corporations, is worth
seeing.
We finished the day
off with a sunset
cocktail. What luxury
that was!

Mexico City
We had a relaxing half day trip. We took a limousine bus
touring around.
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Key West, the southernmost city

The islands of the Florida Keys run south west from the city of Miami, Florida. The Florida Keys have
become a popular destination for Americans.
Key West is also known as the Last Resort, the Southernmost Point in the continental U.S. Key West is
whatever you want it to be. You can hide out in a tucked-away guesthouse, walk the beach and watch
a beautiful sunset, or dance all night and take in Duval Street in downtown Key West.

Our trip would not be complete without
tasting this local healthy dessert. Key lime
pie is an American dessert made of Key lime
juice, egg yolks, and sweetened condensed
milk in a pie crust.
To complete this dream journey of fond memories,
we spent one day shopping in Miami.

We will continue our dream journey in the years
to come. The next one will be in August this year
to Greensboro North Carolina.
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Claire Mak

It was in Past President Frankie’s year that RCTP last visited clubs in Macau as a club. President Francis revived this
enjoyable fellowship and the following group comprising 21 members, family and friends had had a great time: Francis,
Ada and the 3Cs Charlotte, Cayden and Cayman (plus tse tse) and godparents Edward and Mei and their son; Peter;
Wilson and Wanda; Sally; Claire; Ada Wu; Man and Jackie; Tsubaki and Connie, Frankie and Creamy; CP Donald and Anne.
AG Andy Li and wife were also there for the Golf and Joint lunch Meeting.
Day 0
25th April was spent leisurely on golf, sightseeing and above all, sumptuous eating.
Some tried their luck at the casinos but that
was not a particularly lucky evening.
Dinner at the nostalgic
Portuguese
restaurant
Albergue 160 ( 婆 仔 屋 )
was where everyone
indulged in good food
and good company.
Day 1
26th April was the busy day. Lunch meeting with RC Guia took place at Restaurant Litoral (港灣餐廳). We overwhelmed
our counterpart both in numbers and the noises we created. President Patrick and Secy. Domingos were there to
welcome us and after Guia members arrived and few introductions, the rest of the time was for everyone to mingle and
enjoy the great food.
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In the evening, members dressed up to the theme “Brazil Brazil” and gathered at the ballroom of Venetian Hotel for RC
Macau’s 67th Annual Charity Ball. We teamed up with sister club members from RC Taipei and easily became the most
loud and rowdy crowd, very participative and thoroughly enjoying ourselves at the colourful and energized Ball.
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Day 2
27th April started late, as expected, so not everyone went for breakfast of pork chop bun at Tai Lei Loi Kei like Ada and I
did. At noon time and soon after checking out of Venetian Hotel, we were driven to a charming little hotel: Pousada de
Coloane for lunch. Joining us for the leisurely lunch of tangy Portuguese food were Rotarians from other clubs including
DGND Eric Chin and wife, President KC of RC Macau and his wife, Presidents Bonnie Wong and Cassy Cheng, IPP Michael
Chu and wife… etc.

Just when you thought one could take in no
more, the bus stopped for the purchase of
Portuguese egg tarts before we took the
4:30 ferry back to Hong Kong! You could
imagine how filing this Macau trip was; and
at the same time, it was thoroughly
relaxing and enjoyable.
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Congratulations Grandparents
Armstrong and Rita!!
Armstrong has just joined the small elite group within our club – that of being a grandparent!
With the birth of handsome Adrian Shea on 11 April 2014, a little earlier than expected, Aaron and Teri had helped
elevate their parents, Armstrong and Rita to a rank in our club which used to be occupied solely by Donald and Charles.
Quite unknown to the cute little baby, Adrian amassed a decent bit of red box collection at the meeting on 14th April
when his birth was announced and the proud grandparents heartily congratulated.
Welcome Armstrong and Rita to the rank of grandparents!
Welcome Adrian Shea!!
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Joint Luncheon Meeting with CS Carrie Lam
Peter Lam

About 300 Rotarians gathered at the Regal HK Hotel on Monday 28th April for a joint luncheon meeting featuring keynote speaker
Chief Secretary Carrie Lam. Obviously Mrs. Lam has been a super busy lady lately as she is one of the key figures in the
administration to promote the very hot topic of public consultation on the method of electing the Chief Executive in 2017. Mrs. Lam
was well excused for arriving at our luncheon meeting late as she was rushing here from another official duty and she skipped lunch
and gave us the talk soon after arrival when most of us were finishing our lunch. There is no need to recap the details of her talk as
they were well broadcast by the media but we should remember her now infamous quote on the subject of political reforms “比條路行
下得唔得. . .” was in fact given out at our luncheon meeting that day in front of many TV broadcasters and media.
Our DG Eugene gave the vote of thanks and also facilitated the Q & A session where several Rotarians asked questions including one
related to our concern for the government to take into consideration the view from the young generations which Mrs. Lam well agreed.
Perhaps with prior mutual agreement, there were no questions from the media. After Mrs. Lam departed after the group photos, our
Area 6 AG Andy Li who was one of the key members of the OC team and AG Heman Lam gave the final remarks to thank the OC
team and everyone for coming and RCTP was proud that our President Francis Au was one of the MC. Other than President Francis.
our club was well represented by PDG Anthony Hung, CP Donald Yap, PP Peter Lam, PP Wilson Lam and Wanda, PE Natalie Kwok,
Rtn. William Yim and Rtn. Patrick Fong.
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Qianyuan Liannan Service Trip
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14 to 17 April, 2014
TTCA Teacher-in-charge David Mak

14 students from Tsung Tsin Christian Academy
joined a service trip to Liannan in Qingyuan,
Guangdong which was held from 14th-17th April
2014. They served two schools by teaching
subjects in classes and refurbishing the school
campuses. The Club has sponsored materials
including stationery, toys and two computer
sets for the donation to local schools and
students’ family.

In the service trip to Qingyuan, the biggest difficulty I
encountered was our language barriers. I had to teach
the local children basic English words like names of
different months, how to describe the weather and also
how to do origami. Since I can’t speak fluent mandarin
and I lack teaching experience, it was really a challenging
task for me to teach them. Their English knowledge was
very shallow and it required a lot of patience to teach
them from scratch. However, the satisfaction was so
great after they had learnt the words and know how to
do origami. When I saw the carefree smiles on those
innocent children while they were holding their products,
I knew all hard work paid off. Through this service trip, I
have learnt that the key to overcoming difficulties is by
perseverance, which is very useful for my future study
and works.
2F Leung Ka Pui, Jenny

In this Qingyuan Service trip, we visited two local primary
schools. When we arrived at the schools, they welcomed
us really warmly. When we taught them, they were very
serious about learning and they were very happy with the
new things they have learnt.

When visiting their homes, although their family was very
poor and their living conditions were not ideal, they were
always filled with smiles. In this service trip, I learned
"one is more blessed to give than to receive." Although
teaching the kids was not easy, their smiles were the best
reward. As said in the bible ‘In all things I was an example
to you of how, in your lives, you are to give help to the
feeble, and keep in memory the words of the Lord Jesus,
how he himself said, There is a greater blessing in giving
than in getting.’ (Acts 20:35)

2D Wong Lok Yan, Melody
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14 April 2014 – Club Assembly

Armstrong and Rita were thoroughly
congratulated when it was announced
that they had recently became
grandparents!

VP Vikky did a summary of all the raffle gifts winners
throughout the year. Peter Lam appeared to top the list
having won 4 times so far.

Armstrong offered a sailor top designed by Aaron
as raffle gift and Sincere was the lucky winner.

PP Pearl reported on the intended
Services for the Elderly.

5 May 2014 – DG Visit

For a change, the raffle gift whisky
given out by PP Tsubaki was Macallan
(Whisky Makers’ Edition) and not of
another brand. PDG Peter Wan was the
lucky winner who directed that it be
presented to CP Donald.

DG Eugene and AG Andy recognized all RCTP Paul Harris Fellows and
Major Donors of this year.
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DG Eugene recognized Jimmy as a new
Paul Harris Fellow.

DG Eugene visited and spoke to us. He
was
accompanied
by
District
Foundation Chair PDG Peter Wan and
were greeted by President Francis and
our club Foundation Chair PP Louis.

Rtn. William recounted the
fun he, his family and
Francis’ family had on 1 May
at the City Hunt organised by
the Interact Club of Tsung
Tsin Christian Academy.

12 May 2014

Inbound Rotary Scholar Silas
Stelck visited our club and
introduced “Northern German
culture”.

Lucky draw winner Caren as
drawn and presented by Paul
with cake coupons given out
by PP Pearl.

Paul Chan was the speaker of
the evening and recounted
"How I overcame my
depression and live a
balanced life.”

Special treat of rice dumplings tasting from Hotel.

麻辣 Sergeant Frankie reported on the encouraging red box collection – fines from
those who were late (Anthony, Louis, Dennis), missing the Rotary pin (new
member Dr Yu) and those members whom speaker Paul thanked during his talk.
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April Winners
(100% attendance):

FRANCIS AU,
PEARL DANG,
PATRICK FONG,
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK,
PETER LAM,
WILSON LAM,
SALLY LUK,
CLAIRE MAK,
MAN MO LEUNG,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

Day

Time

Upcoming Events

Event

Venue

23 May
(Fri)

7:00 p.m. Inauguration ceremony of Rotaract
Club of Wu Yee Sun College, CUHK

Wu Yee Sun
College, CUHK

24 May
(Sat)

9:00 a.m. 54th District Training Assembly

Regal Airport Hotel

7:30 p.m. Baby Club RC SoHo HK Annual Ball

Spotlight Recreation
Club, Hung Hom

26 May
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. Topic: “Stand Tall”
Speaker: Dr. Kam Ho

Function Room, The
Royal Garden, Mody
Road, TST

5 Jun
(Thu)

8:00 p.m. Club visit to Rotary Club of
Hong Kong Harbour

Regal Hong Kong
Hotel, Causeway
Bay, HK

9 Jun
(Mon)

7:00 p.m. Joint Board Club Assembly

Function Room, The
Royal Garden, Mody
Road, TST

New member
inducted:
Professor Dr. CM Yu
on 7 April 2014
% of attendance of
regular meetings
(inclusive of make ups)
Average attendance: 63.5%
7 April 78.1%
14 April 71.8%
26 April 40.6%

In April

Chief Editor :
Claire Mak

May

David Chan
Sasha Chu
Patrick Yung

7th

Paul Chan

15th Sasha Chu

The Editorial Board :
Peter Lam,
Ronald Chung &
Francis Au

23rd K.M. Chan
(Hon. Member)
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Got something to say?

Tai Post wants to hear from
you.
Write
in
to
claire.mak@rctaipo.org

Tai Post reserves the right to
edit articles for length and
clarity.

